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ז' שבט תשע"ד
It’s already seven years since the passing of our
beloved friend, yblch”t, Shlomie Teitelbaum’s. It is
still fresh in our hearts and minds like it happened
yesterday. That is why we have such deep
feelings for learning mishnayos in his memory and
celebrating his yartzeit together with, yblch”t, his
chushavah father Rabbi Teitlbaum, Sasavah
Rebbe shlitah. As we were watching videos of our
years with dear Shlomie the Rebbe commented;
“It’s beautiful and emotional to see what all of you
have done for him in the past… but what we’re
watching here is only a fraction of the awesome
work you did and seeing what a great, quality
time Shlomie had here with you. However, up in
shamayim, where Shlomie is now, there is a full
recording of every second- nothing gets forgotten
there. Shlomie remembers all of you and is for
sure asking in shamayim for all the best for you. In
the zechus of what you did for him, we will very
soon meet up with him with the speedy arrival of
moshiach tzkeinu bb”u.”

Nur oif simches!
Yes, last Friday we b”h
celebrated the bar
mitzvah of our devoted
long time DSP, R
Cheskel Levy’s son,
Moshe. Some of us still
remember when, at the
time Moishele was born,
his mom was the cook
in the Concord IRA, so
this was a real family
simcha. We’re all
wishing the bar mitzvah
boy and his father loads
of brachos and nachas.
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Wow, Wow! What an experience at the huge Maritime Aquarium. Thank you to
our dear staff for enabling us to spend quality time enjoying and marveling
over every wonderful detail during our trip.
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